FABRICS | OUTDOOR

Spring inspired versatile fabrics
The Outdoor Collection by Création Baumann

Outdoor Nevada

Outdoor Collection

Days are steadily growing longer and the sun rays are becoming ever stronger. Spring at long last! The
warmer season, breathes fresh life into us re-awakening our joy and enthusiasm for something new. In
short, it is the best time to re-invigorate and re-furbish gardens, patios and balconies.

The new collection by Création Baumann awakens our spirits with Outdoor textiles. The Swiss, Langenthal
based textile company presents fabrics for upholstery, cushions and curtains which are equally well suited
to outdoor applications as to indoor furnishing. The spring inspired collection encompasses six new
products in an interplay of textures and understated colours. “Outdoor Panama” and “Outdoor Mexico”, two
upholstery fabrics captivate with an organic and natural texture. When handled, the two-tone weave in
polypropylene feels extremely soft and comfortable. The colour palette is inspired by nature; a green-yellow
tone sets a fresh accent. The remaining four new products are manufactured in acrylic. The common
denominator of all outdoor fabrics is that they are as hardwearing as they are easy care. The washable
material is resistant to mould and withstands an occasional shower of rain or two. Furthermore, it is resistant
to dirt and stains and possesses a high degree of light fastness, important for a fabric which may stay
outside during the summer season.
“Outdoor Cuba”, the light upholstery fabric, which also makes a good curtain fabric, features a finer texture.
With 14 colours, the outdoor fabric is extremely versatile. The colour palette ranges from natural hues to
contemporary light blue, light green and coral red. A tad finer still are “Outdoor Nicaragua” and “Outdoor
Nevada”, the two curtain and upholstery fabrics. “Outdoor Nicaragua“ is offered in a width of 300 cm,

“Outdoor Nevada” in a width of 140 cm. The later captivates with a two-tone weave in delicate hues of
coral/white, light blue/white and yellow/white. “Outdoor Venezuela”, the semi-transparent curtain fabric is
the perfect complement. The fabric is offered in a width of 300 cm in a selection of natural tones.

All designs of the six new outdoor products can be combined with each other over and over again. The
collection expands Création Baumann’s existing outdoor programme and combines natural aesthetics with
a high degree of functionality. We are ready for spring. The new products will be available from specialist
outlets from January 2015.
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